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Abstract: Lubrication failure accompanying with blackening phenomenon significantly reduces the long-running 

operational reliability of porous polymide (PPI) lubricated with poly-α-olefin (PAO) oil. Here, the effects of 

lubrication condition and counter-surface chemistry on the blackening failure of PAO impregnated PPI were 

studied through the comparison of the tribological tests against GCr15 steel ball and Al2O3 ceramic ball with and 

without PAO oil lubrication. Black products were found to be formed on the PAO impregnated PPI surface slid 

against steel ball or Al2O3 ball added with iron nano-particles, but be absent under the conditions without iron 

or PAO oil. Further analysis indicated that the iron-catalyzed splitting of PAO oil into small molecule alkanes and 

following the formation of black organic matter should be mainly responsible for the blackening phenomenon. 

Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations demonstrated that the iron facilitated the separation of hydrogen atom 

and the following broken of C–C bonds in PAO molecules, final resulting in the splitting of PAO oil. 
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1  Introduction 

Owing to its high thermal stability, excellent mechanical 

properties and self-lubricating performance, porous 

polyimide (PPI) has been widely adopted in aerospace 

applications [1–6]. For instance, PPI cage as the  

key part of aerospace bearing can store and provide 

lubricating oil meanwhile guiding the movement of 

bearing rollers, hence the bearing design can be 

significantly simplified and the weight as well as the 

cost of spacecraft components can also be largely 

reduced since the additional oil supply system is no 

longer needed [7–10]. 

The superior self-lubricating performance of PPI 

originates from its uniformly distributed porous 

structure, which can effectively ensure the suction, 

storage, and release of lubricating oil [11–13]. During 

the running stage, the lubricating oil can be released 

from the porous to form lubrication film in the 

sliding interface. Previous studies have attempted to 

facilitate the transference of the stored oil to the 

outermost contact surfaces through optimizing bulk 

porosity [14, 15], surface pore size [16] or operating 

temperature [17, 18]. However, the complex contact 

feature due to the rough porous PPI surface itself may 

destroy the stability of lubrication film and result  
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in local stress concentration, so the continuous wear 

of PPI normally accompanying by the generation of 

black products is still a critical issue to shorten the 

bearing lifetime [19]. Based on the analyses of the 

stability, skidding degree, ball–cage collision, wear 

distribution, and wear rate during the running, Gao 

et al. [20] indicated that the blackening phenomenon 

is due to the frequent impulse collisions and wear 

between the ball and the PPI cage pocket. Jiang et al. 

[21] studied the tribological behaviors of PPI against 

a steel ball under a motion compounded with rolling 

and sliding and found that the rolling–sliding motion 

facilitated the wear of PPI and the formation of black 

products. Although the blackening phenomenon has 

been attracted considerable attentions, its underlying 

mechanism is far from fully understanding, suppressing 

the further improvement of tribological performance 

especially for long-time running of PPI cage. 

In this study, the tribological behaviors of PPI  

slid against GCr15 and Al2O3 balls were compared 

under PAO immersed and un-immersed conditions. 

Combined with the tests of Al2O3 balls slid against 

PPI after adding iron nano-particles, the key roles  

of PAO oil and iron element in the blackening 

phenomenon were detected. More details about the 

possible tribochemical reactions were deeply discussed 

based on the further analysis together with molecular 

dynamic (MD) simulations. The results in this study 

provide critical insights needed for better understanding 

of the failure mechanism of polyimide components 

used in bearings. 

2 Material and methods 

2.1 Materials 

The thermoplastic PPI samples with a porosity of ~20% 

were used in this study as the friction substrates. 

Before the friction tests, all PPI surfaces were polished 

by sandpaper to uniform the root-mean-square surface 

roughness as 100 ± 5 nm. To simulate the contact 

condition of PPI cage in bearing, the GCr15 stainless 

steel and Al2O3 ceramics balls with a diameter of  

6.35 ± 0.5 mm and a surface roughness of 24 ± 2 nm 

were chosen as the counterfaces in this study. The 

PAO oil with a kinematic viscosity of 58.18 mm2/s  

at 40 °C purchased from Sinopec Co., Ltd., China  

was used to immerse PPI. Before each test, the PPI 

samples and balls were ultrasonically cleaned  

with absolute alcohol and deionized water for 3 min, 

following dried in the vacuum drying oven (DZF-6020, 

Suzhou Sanqing instrument Co., Ltd., China) at 100 °C 

for 24 hours. Subsequently, the dried PPI samples were 

immersed in PAO oil for 24 hours to fully infiltrate 

the internal pores, and then the friction experiments 

were carried out after wiping off the excess lubricating 

oil on the outermost surface with a cotton cloth. 

2.2 Friction tests and characterizations 

The reciprocating sliding friction experiments between 

PPI samples and balls were carried out by using a 

high-precision universal tribotester (UMT-TriboLab, 

Bruker, USA) under room condition (temperature = 

23 ± 3 °C; relative humidity = 30 ± 3%), as shown in 

Fig. 1. The applied load was 5 N, the reciprocating 

frequency was 10 Hz, the amplitude was 5 mm, and 

hence the sliding speed was 100 mm/s. All experiments 

in this study were repeated three times at least. After 

the tribological tests, all morphologies of the wear 

tracks were photographed by an optical microscope 

(Axio Lab.A1, Zeiss, Germany) together with a 

white light interferometer (WLI, Chotest Superview 

W1, Chotest Technology Inc., China). The detailed 

topographies of the PPI cross-sections were imaged 

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Geminisem 

300, Zeiss, Germany) and the corresponding changes 

of chemical components after wear were characterized 

by using time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry 

(ToF-SIMS). The component of blackened PAO oils 

after thermal treatment compared to the pristine 

sample were studied by gas chromatography and 

mass spectrometry (GC-MS) method. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration showing the friction tests of ball 
sliding against the PAO oil immersed PPI. 
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2.3 MD simulations model and details 

The MD simulations of PAO-lubricating self-mated 

iron slabs with the reactive force field (ReaxFF) [22] 

were conducted to study the reaction mechanism of 

iron element and PAO oil. Figure 2 shows the friction 

simulation model where 16 PAO oil molecules were 

placed between the upper and lower iron slabs. 

Before friction, the top-layer atoms of the upper iron 

slab were firstly pressed down with a target pressure 

of 100 MPa for 50 ps to reach a stable contact state. 

Then, to conduct friction simulation, the top-layer 

atoms of the upper iron slab were pressed down with 

the same normal force and forcibly moved laterally  

at a velocity of 100 m/s, while the bottom-layer atoms 

of the lower iron slab were fixed and frozen. In the 

simulation, velocity-Verlet algorithm [23, 24] was used 

to evolve atoms with a time step of 0.1 fs under periodic 

boundary conditions. The system temperature was set 

to 300 K by the Nose–Hoover chain method [25]. All 

the snapshots in this paper were generated by the 

software of OVITO [26]. 

 

Fig. 2 Simulation model of PAO-lubricating self-mated iron slabs. 
The iron, hydrogen, and carbon atoms were marked with green, 
blue and red colors, respectively. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Tribological behaviors of PPI against GCr15 

and Al2O3 balls 

Here, the tribological behaviors on the PAO immersed 

PPI surfaces were investigated by using two typical 

bearing balls, involving GCr15 steel balls and Al2O3 

ceramic balls. Different friction behaviors were observed 

for these two balls (Fig. 3(a)). The friction of GCr15/PPI 

pair increased to a stable coefficient about 0.11 after  

a short brief drop during the initial 50-s sliding. In 

comparison, the friction coefficient of Al2O3/PPI pair 

decreased gradually to a steady value around 0.08 after 

the initial running-in process. The optical images  

of the worn PPI surfaces show that abound of black 

products generated in the wear track formed after 

sliding against GCr15 ball (Fig. 3(b)), whereas no 

visible color change is observed on the PPI surface 

after sliding against Al2O3 ball (Fig. 3(e)). The WLI 

three-dimensional topographies and the cross-section 

profiles of the wear tracks present that surface wear 

of PPI occur under these two conditions (Figs. 3(c) 

and 3(f)). In contrast, the wear of GCr15 and Al2O3 

balls are negligible (Figs. 3(d) and 3(g)). Figure 3(h) 

compares the friction coefficients averaged after 

running-in stages and the wear volumes estimated 

based on the WLI topographies on the two PPI surfaces. 

The high friction of GCr15/PPI pair corresponds to 

more severe wear of PPI surface accompanying with 

blackening phenomenon. For the Al2O3/PPI pair, the 

stable friction is relatively low and no black products 

formed on the slight worn PPI surface. The results 

indicate that the steel ball plays a crucial role in the 

blackening phenomenon on the PPI surface. 

3.2 Characterizations of the worn PPI surfaces 

The cross-section of the wear regions on the PPI 

surfaces were imaged using optical microscope and 

SEM. For the blackening wear track formed after slid 

against GCr15 ball (Fig. 4(a)), the black products were 

not only generated on the outermost worn surface, but 

also diffused into the subsurface with a maximum 

depth around 300 μm. As a reference, no change in 

color were observed at the cross-section of the wear 

track formed after against an Al2O3 ball (Fig. 4(e)). 

Although the different colors were characterized   
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in the optical images, the SEM topographies of the 

cross-sections beneath these two worn tracks are 

nearly identical (Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)). It supports  

that the subsurface blackening phenomenon should 

originate from diffusion rather than inner structure 

damage of the PPI material. 

To further study the possible changes of the PPI 

materials during the sliding processes, the worn PPI 

surfaces were characterized by using ToF-SIMS. It 

was surprising that no significant difference was 

detected in the wear tracks with and without black 

products, which were respectively formed after against 

GCr15 ball (Fig. 5(a)) and Al2O3 ball (Fig. 5(b)).  

The distribution images show the emitted clusters  

of C5HNO, C6H7NO2, C8H15O, and C10H7O measured 

inside these two worn surfaces. All of them belong to 

PPI material (C23H16N4O5) and no additional material 

was observed even in the blackening wear tracks.  

The ToF-SIMS results indicate that the decomposition 

of PPI material should have an extreme weak 

contribution for the black products forming. 

Previous study [21] has demonstrated that the PPI 

is vulnerable to be worn and occur blackening failure 

under heating condition, so the thermal decomposition 

of PPI material was proposed as one of the reason for 

the generation of black products. In this study, no 

extreme heating was provided and the friction flash 

temperature at GCr15/PPI sliding interface should 

be lower than that at Al2O3/PPI interface due to the 

higher thermal conductivity of GCr15 than Al2O3. The 

 

Fig. 3  Friction and wear behaviors of PAO oil immersed PPI slid against GCr15 and Al2O3 balls. (a) Friction behaviors of GCr15/PPI 
and Al2O3/PPI pairs under an applied load of 5 N. (b, e) Optical images of the worn PPI surfaces after sliding against these two balls.
(c, f) WLI topographies and cross-section profiles of the wear tracks on the PPI surfaces. (d, g) Topographies of the GCr15 and Al2O3 balls 
after the friction tests. (h) Comparison of the wear volumes on PPI surfaces and the stabilized friction coefficients for these two pairs. 

 

Fig. 4 (b, e) Optical and (c, f) SEM images of the cross-section structure of the wear tracks on PPI surface formed after sliding against
(a) GCr15 ball and (b) Al2O3 ball, respectively. 
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fact combining with the ToF-SIMS results rule out 

the main contribution of thermal PPI decomposition  

in the blackening phenomenon. Instead, the roles of 

steel counterface and PAO oil in these tribochemical 

reactions should be considered. 

3.3 Roles of iron and PAO oil in the blackening 

phenomenon 

To explore the impact of iron element in the frictional 

blackening behavior, the tribological test of Al2O3/PPI 

pair was conducted with the addition of iron nano- 

particles with a radius of 200 nm (inset in Fig. 6(a)). 

Different from the condition without additional  

particles, the friction increased monotonously from 

an initial coefficient of ~0.11 (Fig. 6(a)) and the serious 

blackening failure occurred in the worn region   

(Fig. 6(b)) when the iron nano-particles were added 

at the Al2O3/PPI interface. The WLI topography and 

the corresponding cross-section profile (Fig. 6(c)) show 

severe wear formed on the PPI surface but the damage 

of the Al2O3 ball is still negligible (Figs. 6(d) and 6(e)). 

The results indicate that the iron nano-particles added 

at the sliding interface not only caused the scratch 

wear with high interfacial friction due to plow effect, 

but also participated in the tribochemical reactions to 

facilitate the growth of black products. 

 

Fig. 5 ToF-SIMS analyses inside the wear tracks with and without black products formed after against (a) GCr15 ball and (b) Al2O3

ball, respectively. The distribution images showing the emitted clusters of C5HNO, C6H7NO2, C8H15O, and C10H7O measured inside the 
worn regions. 

 

Fig. 6 Tribological behaviors of the Al2O3/PPI pair with the addition of iron nano-particles at the sliding interface under PAO oil 
lubrication. (a) Friction behavior after adding the iron nano-particles. (b, c) Optical image and WLI topography of PPI surface after sliding 
1 hour against Al2O3 ball with the addition of iron nano-particles. (d, e) WLI topography and the corresponding cross-section profile of 
the Al2O3 ball after the friction test. 
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The iron oxides are inevitably present on both the 

surface of the GCr15 steel ball and the added iron 

particles in Fig. 6, which may also play a role in the 

frictional blackening behavior. Therefore, the tribological 

test was conducted between the GCr15/PPI interface 

with the addition of Fe2O3 nano-particles (inset in  

Fig. 7(a)) to investigate the effect of Fe2O3 in the frictional 

blackening behavior. Contrary to the monotonic 

increase of the friction coefficient (Fig. 6(a)) with the 

addition of iron nano-particles, the friction of the 

Fe2O3 nano-particles added has stabilized at ~0.105 

(Fig. 7(a)), and only a small amount of red products 

can be found (may be the Fe2O3 clusters) in the  

worn region (Fig. 7(b)). The WLI topography and the 

corresponding cross-section profile (Fig. 7(c)) show 

severe wear formed on the PPI surface but the damage 

of the Al2O3 ball is still negligible (Figs. 7(d) and 7(e)). 

The results demonstrate that the Fe2O3 nano-particles 

added at the sliding interface did not promote the 

tribochemical reactions that led to the blackening 

behavior. 

As a comparison, another tribological test of the 

PPI sample against Al2O3 ball was carried out under 

the condition without PAO oil lubrication (inset in 

Fig. 8(a)). The dry sliding caused the sharp raise of 

friction to be a stable coefficient of ~0.28. It is intriguing 

that no black products can be formed on the worn 

PPI surface under the condition with additional iron 

nano-particles but without oil lubrication (Fig. 8(b)) 

although the severe surface wear formed in the slid  

region of PPI surface (Fig. 8(c)) and the obvious 

material removal occurred on the Al2O3 ball surface 

(Figs. 8(d) and 8(e)). High friction should correspond 

to large frictional flash temperature. The results rule 

out that the black products originate from the iron 

oxidations (such as Fe2O3 or Fe3O4) which should   

be more likely to happen under the high friction in 

dry condition. Then, it is reasonable to hypothesize 

that the blackening phenomenon should be mainly 

attributed to the degeneration of POA4 oil which can 

be facilitated by iron element. 

3.4 Splitting of PAO oil catalyzed by iron 

To detect the role of iron in promoting the oil 

degeneration, the PAO oil was heated with and without 

adding an iron plate and further comparatively 

analyzed by GC-MS method. The pristine PAO oil 

before thermal treatment is colorless transparent liquid 

(left inset in Fig. 9(a)). After being heated at 200 °C 

for 1 hour in the atmospheric environment, the colors 

of the PAO oil without and with iron plate changed 

to light yellow (PAOt, middle inset in Fig. 9(a)) and 

black (PAO(Fe)t, right inset in Fig. 9(a)), respectively. 

Subsequently, the above three PAO oils were utilized  

to lubricate the Al2O3/PPI interfaces. The frictions are 

close for the lubrication with pure PAO oil before 

and after thermal treatment. The slight degeneration 

of oil has negligible effect on the lubricating per-

formance. In comparison, the lubrication with the 

blackened oil increased the friction coefficient to be a  

 
Fig. 7 Tribological behaviors of the Al2O3/PPI pair with the addition of Fe2O3 nano-particles at the sliding interface under PAO oil 
lubrication. (a) Friction behavior after adding the Fe2O3 nano-particles. (b, c) Optical image and WLI topography of PPI surface after 
sliding 1 hour against Al2O3 ball with the addition of the Fe2O3 nano-particles. (d, e) WLI topography and the corresponding cross-section 
profile of the Al2O3 ball after the friction test. 
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stable value of 0.095 (Fig. 9(b)). The iron plate facilitated 

the splitting of the PAO oil, resulting in weak 

lubricating performance. Figure 9(c) shows the total 

ion chromatograms of the PAO oil before and after 

thermal treatments given from GC-MS analysis.   

All kinds of PAO oil are composed of additives 

corresponding to the peaks of A1–A5 and base oil 

corresponding to the peaks of B1–B4 (Fig. 9(c)) 

[27–29]. The main difference for the blackened oil 

compared to the other two samples is that there are 

another three obvious new peaks N1–N3. Furthermore, 

the max counts of the fours peaks related to the base 

 

Fig. 8 Tribological behaviors of the Al2O3/PPI pair under the conditions with the addition of iron nano-particles but without PAO oil 
lubrication. (a) Friction behavior under the dry sliding condition. (b, c) Optical image and WLI topography of PPI surface after sliding 1 hour. 
(d, e) WLI topography and the corresponding cross-section profile of the Al2O3 ball after the friction test. 

 

Fig. 9 Characterizations of the PAO oil before and after heated with and without iron plate. (a) Optical images of the pristine PAO oil 
(PAO), heated PAO oil without (PAOt) and with iron plate (PAO(Fe)t). (b) Friction behaviors of Al2O3/PPI pairs lubricated with PAO, 
PAOt and PAO(Fe)t, respectively. (c) Total ion chromatograms of the three PAO oils measured by GC-MS. (d) Maximum counts of the 
fours peaks (B1–B4) corresponding to the components of base oil. 
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oil are close for the pure oil before (PAO) and after 

(PAOt) thermal treatment, but reduce significantly for 

the heated oil with iron plate, PAO(Fe)t (Fig. 9(d)). 

The GC-MS results indicate that the iron plate 

associates the splitting of base oil to generate new 

compounds, which causes the oil blackening. Further 

mass spectrums of additives (A1–A5), base oil (B1–B4), 

and new compounds (N1–N3) illustrate that the  

new compounds originated from the splitting of 

base oil (Fig. S1 in Electronic Supplementary Material 

(ESM)). 

MD simulations of PAO-lubricating self-mated iron 

slabs with ReaxFF [22] were conducted to study the 

reaction mechanism of iron with PAO oil. Figure 10(a) 

shows the initial state. Figure 10(b) demonstrates 

the pressing process of the upper iron slab until all 

PAO oil molecules are compressed and contacted to 

the iron slabs (Fig. 10(c)). Figure 10(d) shows the 

contact interface after sliding 100 ps. MD simulations 

provide a further insight into the tribochemical 

reactions at the atomic level. Compared to the contact 

interface at 12.5 ps (Fig. 10(e)), one H atom (H3) 

was found to be separated from the C1 carbon atom 

of PAO molecular and was captured by one Fe atom 

(Fe4) at 15 ps (Fig. 10(f)) due to the remarkable 

capacity for hydrogen absorption of iron [30, 31]. 

Meanwhile, the C1 carbon atom with high chemical 

activity bonded with the fixed Fe5 iron atom, as 

shown in Fig. 10(f). Thereafter, the C2 carbon atom 

moved toward right with the upper slab whereas  

the C1 carbon atom was pulled by Fe5 fixed iron 

atom, resulting in the break of C1–C2 bond. The total 

numbers of C–H and C–C bonds in PAO were shown 

in Fig. S2 in ESM. 

5 Conclusions 

The blackening failure of the PAO immersed PPI 

against the GCr15 steel ball was studied in comparison 

with the tribological behaviors of Al2O3/PPI pair.  

The blackening phenomenon was found to only 

occur under the conditions with iron and PAO oil. 

The degeneration of PPI itself has extreme weak 

contribution to the blackening phenomenon. Instead, 

the splitting of PAO oil catalyzed by iron element  

is responsible for the generation of black products. 

GC-MS analysis and MD simulations indicate that 

the iron can facilitate the separation of hydrogen atom 

from PAO molecules and the following broken of C–C 

bonds to produce small molecule alkanes. 

 

Fig. 10 Tribochemical reactions between iron and PAO molecules in MD simulations, (a–d) showing the snapshots of the pressing and 
sliding processes. (e–g) Tribochemical reaction process: (e) Initial contact interface of Fe/PAO/Fe; (f) separation of H3 atom from the 
C1 atom and reacting with iron atom; (g) broken of the C1–C2 bond. 
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